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Abstract

This paper introduces a novel human pose estimation ap-
proach using sparse inertial sensors, addressing the short-
comings of previous methods reliant on synthetic data. It
leverages a diverse array of real inertial motion capture
data from different skeleton formats to improve motion di-
versity and model generalization. This method features two
innovative components: a pseudo-velocity regression model
for dynamic motion capture with inertial sensors, and a
part-based model dividing the body and sensor data into
three regions, each focusing on their unique characteristics.
The approach demonstrates superior performance over
state-of-the-art models across five public datasets, notably
reducing pose error by 19% on the DIP-IMU dataset, thus
representing a significant improvement in inertial sensor-
based human pose estimation. Our codes are available at
https://github.com/dx118/dynaip

1. Introduction

Human Pose Estimation (HPE) has emerged as a critical
field of study, attracting considerable interest for its applica-
tions in various domains [15, 51], like aiding in sports train-
ing and analysis, and enriching interactions in Virtual and
Augmented Reality (VR/AR) environments. This growing
relevance underscores the importance of advancing HPE
technologies to meet the diverse needs of these applications.

Our paper examines HPE, a field marked by varied sens-
ing modalities and methodologies [2, 6, 10], divided into
three categories: 1) Vision-based HPE [35, 39], using sin-
gle or multi-view images, known for its significant advance-
ments; 2) Wireless-based HPE [3, 50], which addresses
some vision-based challenges but is limited by environmen-
tal factors; 3) Wearable-based HPE [14, 17, 46], our focus,
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Figure 1. Our innovative data-driven approach for robust full-body
pose estimation using six IMUs: unifying inertial mocap datasets
across skeleton formats and enhancing challenging motion capture
with local body region modeling and pseudo-velocity estimation.

which utilizes Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) for full-
body estimation. Vision-based HPE, despite its success,
struggles with occlusion, privacy, and perspective issues.
Wireless-based methods [3, 50] mitigate some of these is-
sues but face performance inconsistencies. Our study cen-
ters on wearable-based HPE, harnessing wearables with
sensors for joint orientation and acceleration tracking. This
IMU-based method excels by being occlusion-resistant, en-
vironmentally stable, and privacy-conscious, thus address-
ing the drawbacks of other HPE approaches.

Recent studies [14, 26, 45] have concentrated on mini-
mizing the number of IMU sensors for human motion re-
construction, balancing user convenience with less intru-
siveness. While this has shown potential, the limited sensor
placement leads to uncertainties in estimating unseen joint
rotations. The integration of complex network structures
[16] and physical constraints [46] has been proven effective
in reducing ambiguities. Despite these developments, chal-
lenges persist, especially in complex motions. Our research
aims to enhance the robustness of sparse sensor-based full-
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body pose reconstruction by identifying three key areas for
potential improvements.

Multi-modal Sensor Information Utilization: The pri-
mary challenge in IMU-based HPE lies in optimally uti-
lizing multi-modal sensor data, especially acceleration, to
diminish motion ambiguity. Sole reliance on IMU orienta-
tion data for full-body pose estimation can result in ambi-
guities, particularly in movements like hand or leg raises.
Acceleration data, with its dynamic motion features, is cru-
cial for reducing such ambiguities. However, existing mod-
els inadequately leverage acceleration due to two main fac-
tors: 1) Acceleration data is noisier than rotation measure-
ments, while IMUs provide accurate orientation estimates
via Kalman filters; 2) Raw acceleration measurements fail
to effectively capture continuous joint motion states, as ex-
emplified during transitions from stationary to constant ve-
locity, where accelerometers record peak values only at mo-
tion onset. To address these issues, we propose a two-stage
model that estimates joint velocities with IMUs in the first
stage, enhancing the utilization of acceleration data.

Spatial Relationship Exploitation of Human Body
Parts and Wearable Sensors: In IMU-based HPE, pre-
vious studies have focused on using temporal information
to reconstruct complex motions, such as the ambiguity be-
tween sitting and standing or long-sitting [16, 46]. How-
ever, there has been less exploration into the varied dis-
tributions within IMU-based HPE datasets. For instance,
certain upper limb motions are exclusively associated with
standing in the training data, leading to potential mistak-
enly reconstructed in scenarios where similar motions oc-
cur while sitting during testing. To tackle this issue, our
model draws inspiration from two key observations noted
in recent research [20, 36, 36]: 1) globally rare poses of-
ten comprise local joint configurations that are frequently
represented in training datasets; 2) there is a significant de-
pendency among nearby joints, which decreases as the dis-
tance between joints increases. Considering these insights,
we propose a part-based HPE model that divides the hu-
man body into three regions: upper limbs, torso, and lower
limbs, which allows the model to concentrate on the distinct
characteristics of different body regions. By acknowledg-
ing the spatial relationships of body parts and sensor dis-
tribution, our model aims to enhance accuracy in pose es-
timation, especially in scenarios where similar motions are
performed in different postures.

Human Pose Estimation Model Generalization: The
scarcity of motion capture data with inertial measurement
in the Skinned Multi-Person Linear (SMPL) model for-
mat [22] restricts the performance of IMU-based models.
To address this, earlier research, beginning with DIP [14],
utilized virtual IMU data generated from the AMASS
dataset [24] to increase the diversity of training samples.
While this virtual-to-reality approach has shown efficacy in

various domains [23, 30, 31, 42], a notable discrepancy re-
mains between virtual and real IMU measurements, hinder-
ing further advancements in IMU-based HPE tasks.

As human pose estimation research gains traction, the
availability of motion capture datasets with real IMU mea-
surements is increasing. However, a significant challenge in
utilizing these real datasets is the variation in skeleton for-
mats they present. Our work introduces a straightforward
yet efficient mapping strategy to reconcile different skeleton
formats, allowing the incorporation of additional real-world
motion capture datasets with actual IMU measurements into
the training of IMU-based HPE models. This integration
results in improved accuracy and generalization in pose es-
timation. The contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• Our research introduces an innovative two-stage deep

learning model designed for real-time and robust human
pose estimation utilizing sparse IMU sensors, called Dy-
naIP (Dynamic Inertial Poser). This method uniquely ad-
dresses motion ambiguity by learning pseudo velocities,
which allows for the full utilization of acceleration data
and leverage the strengths of sparse sensor data.

• Our approach divides the human body and associated
IMU sensors into three local regions, forming the basis
for our part-based human pose estimation model. This
model incorporates low-dimensional global motion infor-
mation to avoid the full-body pose inconsistencies. By
focusing on individual body parts, the model minimizes
the influence of less associated joints, thereby enhancing
the robustness and reliability of motion tracking.

• We incorporate more real-world Mocap data with IMU
measurements across different skeleton formats and ap-
plied them uniformly in IMU-based HPE model training.
The extensive experimental results demonstrate that our
approach significantly outperforms competitors and ex-
hibits good generalization performance.

2. Related Work
HPE has been widely explored using different methods, in-
cluding visual [8, 18, 35, 39], inertial [14, 17, 46], wire-
less [3, 43], and various hybrid approaches [32, 49]. Our
paper specifically concentrates on IMU-based human pose
estimation solutions, delving into their unique advantages
and potential applications.

Human Pose Estimation with IMU sensors. Inertial
motion capture (mocap) systems, known for their freedom
from occlusion and lighting limitations, have witnessed sig-
nificant progress in recent years. Commercial systems like
Xsens [34] are accurate but require numerous sensors, mak-
ing them less practical. Early attempts [37, 38] to address
sensor noise and observation gaps in sparse setups involved
reconstructing human motion from sparse accelerometers
by referencing pre-recorded databases. Subsequent work
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Figure 2. Overview of our proposed method, a part-based human pose estimation model with pseudo-velocity regression. Our model
incorporates a two-stage structure. The first stage predicts joint velocities using IMU measurements, while the second stage focuses on
predicting the entire body’s joints rotation. Additionally, we partition the human body and the attached IMU sensors into three local regions.
These regions are input into our proposed part-based human pose estimation model, designed to estimate each local region’s pose while
maintaining global coherency. This multi-stage and part-based approach enhances the accuracy and consistency of our pose estimation.

by Marcard et al. [41] introduced an offline optimization
method using the SMPL model to fit sparse IMU data.
Huang et al. [14] made strides by applying deep learning to
real-time regression of SMPL pose parameters from IMUs,
though they did not fully leverage acceleration information.
Yi et al. [45, 46] improved upon this with a multi-stage
birnn structure, hierarchically regressing joint locations and
integrating a physical optimizer. Jiang et al. [16] introduced
stationary body points (SBP) as an additional training tar-
get, utilizing zero-velocity information to address motion
drift. However, existing methods have not effectively har-
nessed the multi-modal information within IMUs and the
spatial information of the human body. In our paper, we di-
vide the human body and the worn IMU sensors into three
regions and devise a two-stage structure with three part-
based branches for human pose estimation.

Handling Data Scarcity in Inertial Motion Capture.
Large-scale training data plays a crucial role in the devel-
opment of learning-based methods. In previous IMU-based
research, the SMPL model has been commonly used to rep-
resent human pose. However, datasets that provide SMPL
ground truth, such as those used in works like [14, 40],
are limited in size and diversity. The acquisition of SMPL
ground truth data, whether through marker-based systems
with the Mosh++ [21] algorithm or offline optimizations,
is prohibitively expensive, which has restricted dataset
availability. To address this limitation, IMU-based meth-
ods like [14, 16, 45, 46] have predominantly utilized the

AMASS dataset to generate a wealth of virtual sensor data.
They have employed a virtual-to-reality transfer learning
approach during model training. While virtual IMU data
has been valuable in augmenting training samples, there re-
mains a noticeable gap between virtual and real measure-
ment noise. This gap has hindered further improvements in
performance [19, 42]. In contrast to SMPL pose parameters,
ground truth obtained through mocap systems with their
native skeleton representation is more convenient. There
are datasets available that provide inertial mocap data with
Xsens ground truth, such as [4, 7, 9, 25, 29]. However,
it’s worth noting that these datasets use different skeleton
formats for their ground truth. For example, the skeleton
formats of SMPL and Xsens differ, shown in Fig. 1. While
vision-based solutions have addressed this issue by combin-
ing multiple datasets with varying ground truth representa-
tions and using novel autoencoders to mitigate positional
disparities in ground truth [33], our approach takes a sim-
pler yet effective route. We introduce a mapping strategy
that enables us to seamlessly incorporate additional real-
world MoCap datasets with different skeleton formats into
our training process. This strategy allows us to harness the
rich diversity of available data for improved performance.

3. Method

Our objective is to accurately estimate human pose, denoted
as θ̂, using data from six sensors worn on different body
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Figure 3. The evaluation of the end-effector velocity across vari-
ous motions. With the mapping of joint’s global orientations from
Xsens to SMPL, there is no significant discrepancy in the end-
effector velocities.

parts. The corresponding IMU data can be represented by
X ∈ RT×72 = [XR,XLL,XRL,XH ,XLA,XRA],
marked in Fig. 2, where T is the length of data samples.
Additionally, our model predicts the pseudo velocity (V̂ )
of the joints with IMU measurements. As shown in Fig. 2,
our model comprises three modules: 1) A method for uni-
fying training data across different skeleton formats using a
global orientation mapping strategy. 2) A two-stage human
pose estimation structure with pseudo velocity regression.
3) A part-based 3D human dynamics learning module with
low-dimensional full-body motion information.

3.1. Training Data Unified across Skeleton Formats

Early learning-based methods [14, 45] for IMU-based HPE
encountered a significant challenge: the lack of datasets
that contain real IMU data alongside corresponding ground
truths. To address this challenge, these methods have taken
an innovative approach by generating virtual IMU data us-
ing the AMASS dataset [24], improving the model’s gen-
eralization capabilities due to its diversity. Fine-tuning
the model with a small amount of collected real data re-
sulted in impressive pose estimation results. However, re-
cent studies [16, 19, 42] have highlighted a performance
degradation issue stemming from differences in noise dis-
tributions between virtual and real IMU data. This issue
has been discussed in various tasks [13, 48], indicating the
need for a solution. As interest in IMU-based HPE grows,
several datasets containing real IMU measurements have
emerged [7, 9, 25, 29]. These datasets represent human
pose ground truths but use different skeleton formats. In-
stead of solely addressing the gap between virtual and real
domains [14, 19], our approach takes a novel direction. We
propose a training method that initially integrates motion
capture datasets with real IMU data from various skeleton

formats, offering a promising solution to enhance pose esti-
mation accuracy.

The SMPL [22] and Xsens [34] skeletons are two widely
used skeleton representations. While they share overall
structural similarities, one notable difference lies in the
number of torso joints, as depicted in Fig. 1. Previous re-
search efforts [5, 11] have achieved success in mapping hu-
man poses captured using commercial inertial mocap sys-
tems onto the SMPL skeleton. This mapping process in-
volves replicating relative joint rotations and excluding re-
dundant torso joints. In the skeleton model, each 3D rigid
bone’s motion can be denoted by a homogeneous matrix
Mbone ∈ SE(3) [28].

Mbone =

[
Rb pb

01×3 1

]
, (1)

where Rb ∈ SO(3) is a global rotation matrix and pb ∈
R3 is a predefined bone displacement. For inertial-based
mocap, IMUs, attached to the human body, offer sen-
sor’s global orientation Rs ∈ SO(3). After calibra-
tion [14, 45, 46], the sensor orientation Rs serves as a direct
representation of the respective bone’s orientation Rb. As
such, although specific bone displacements pbone can be
defined differently within SMPL and Xsens skeleton, the
bone orientations would be consistent with the IMU read-
ings because they correspond to the same location on human
body. Therefore, we’ve established a one-to-one ground
truth mapping across skeletons, e.g., wrists to wrists, legs to
legs, and so on. For the torso, we eliminate this redundant
joint to maintain the consistency of our mapping. With this
mapping strategy, we could unify the inertial mocap data
across different skeleton formats.

In line with previous tasks related to human motion re-
targeting [1, 27], we utilize the velocity of end-effectors as
a qualitative measure to demonstrate the practicality of our
mapping process. As depicted in Fig. 3, our global ori-
entation mapping strategy consistently maintains accuracy
across various motions. This serves as a robust foundation
for unifying a more extensive dataset of real IMU mocap
data. By training the model with this unified dataset, we
enable it to fully leverage real IMU data, resulting in im-
proved generalization performance compared to the tradi-
tional virtual-to-reality approach.

3.2. Two-stage Human pose estimation with Pseudo
Velocity Regression

Given our approach’s reliance on sparse IMUs attached to
limb ends for estimating full-body pose, there is an inher-
ent challenge in accurately estimating joint rotations with-
out direct IMU measurements. Previous models [14, 16]
often overlook the rich multi-modal information contained
in the IMUs, primarily relying on global orientation mea-
surements. Therefore, it is essential to effectively integrate
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the dynamic information provided by acceleration into our
learning-based method. To address this, we introduce a
two-stage HPE model that estimates, in two distinct stages,
the velocity of joints with IMUs and the global rotation of
each joint in the full-body. Our method comprises two pri-
mary stages: Pseudo velocity regression (Stage I) and hu-
man pose estimation (Stage II). This two-stage approach al-
lows us to leverage both acceleration and orientation data to
enhance pose estimation accuracy.

3.2.1 Stage I: pseudo velocity regression

As previously mentioned in Sec. 1, relying on raw accel-
eration data may not effectively capture the continuous mo-
tion states of joints due to its sensitivity to instantaneous dy-
namics. In response to this challenge, Stage I of our model
is dedicated to regressing the pseudo velocity of the joints
with IMUs. This step is crucial for effectively extracting the
dynamic information contained in acceleration data. The
underlying principles guiding this design are twofold:
• Velocity as a Motion Indicator: Velocity has been

demonstrated to better reflect the joints motion dynam-
ics, as supported by previous research [12, 44]. It plays
a crucial role in compensating for the motion ambiguity
that can arise from underutilizing different modalities.

• Velocity Estimation: Velocity can be obtained by inte-
grating acceleration and ensure that the dynamic infor-
mation remains accurate and reliable, unlike raw acceler-
ation. We employ a neural network to estimate the veloc-
ities of joints with IMUs, thereby harnessing the IMU’s
potential to express continuous body dynamics.
Our model’s Stage-I takes the raw IMU measurements

X = [XR,XLL,XRL,XH ,XLA,XRA] as input,
the velocity V̂ = [V̂ R, V̂ LL, V̂ RL, V̂ H , V̂ LA, V̂ RA]
as output via the model’s Velocity Regression Network
(VRN) module, denoted by SV RN (·). Following the
advanced learning-based RNN initialization strategy pro-
posed by PIP [46], our model additionally takes the initial
velocitiesV0 of leaf joints as the model’s input. After that,
we get the predicted pseudo velocity V̂ , represented by

V̂ = SV RN (X(1),V 0), (2)

where X(1) = X represents the input of the first stage.
The VRN module is comprised of two main compo-

nents: a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and a two-layer
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network. The MLP
takes the initial velocity as input. Its primary purpose is
to process and transform this initial velocity information.
The outputs generated by the MLP are then assigned to
serve as the hidden state and cell state inputs for the first
frame of the LSTM network. This design allows for the
initial velocity information to be effectively processed and
used as a starting point for the LSTM, which can then con-
tinue to capture and predict the velocity and motion dynam-

ics over subsequent frames. For the intermediate variable
V̂ to be supervised, we obtain the velocity ground-truth
V = (FK(θt)−FK(θt−1))/∆t through the ground-truth
of human pose θ and forward kinematics FK(·) for super-
vision. The pseudo-velocity loss Lvel could be represented
by:

Lvel = ∥V − V̂ ∥2

= ∥FK(θt)− FK(θt−1)

∆t
− SV RN (X,V 0)∥2,

(3)

where ∆t represents the time interval and θt the ground-
truth of human pose at time t. For the velocity of the root
joint, we only preserve its vertical component.

3.2.2 Stage II: human pose estimation

Building upon the dynamic information extracted by the
VRN module, our model proceeds to Stage II, where the
primary goal is to achieve robust human pose estimation.
For Stage II, we design a Pose Regression Network (PRN)
module, denoted by SPRN (·), to estimate the joint ro-
tations θ̂ from the IMU measurements X and estimated
leaf joints velocities V̂ , which are concatenated as input
X(2) = [V̂ ,X] to the Stage II. Based on the initialization
strategy and the PRN module, our model could output the
estimated human pose θ̂:

θ̂ = SPRN (X(2),θ0), (4)

where the θ0 is the initial human pose, and the PRN
SPRN (·) is applied with a two-layers LSTM.

With the predicted human pose θ̂ and the ground-truth
θ, we could get the loss Lpose represented by:

Lpose = ∥θ − θ̂∥2 = ∥θ − SPRN (X(2),θ0)∥2, (5)

Our two-stage network, which includes velocity regres-
sion, successfully addresses the ambiguities arising from
the under-utilization of acceleration. However, consider-
ing the distinctive motion patterns of the upper and lower
limbs, as well as the infrequent motion combinations, it is
crucial to harness the spatial information of the human body
to ensure robust motion tracking.

3.3. Learning Part-based 3D Human Dynamics with
Three Local Body Regions

Directly using all six IMU measurements as the model’s
input, as done in previous approaches [14, 46], without
considering the inherent spatial relationship of the human
body, can lead to motion ambiguity due to weak associa-
tions between body parts. In this section, drawing inspira-
tion from [20, 36], we introduce local region modeling to
mitigate this issue. Our model divides the entire body into
three local regions: upper limbs region (ULr), torso region
(Tr), and lower limbs region (LLr), as shown in Fig. 2.
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Correspondingly, the IMU measurements and the es-
timated human pose in our proposed model are parti-
tioned into three local regions. To create the model’s in-
put, we group the IMU sensors on our bodies into three
sets, denoted as Xl, l ∈ {ULr, Tr, LLr}, which can be
represented by XULr = [XR,XLA,XRA],XTr =
[XR,XH ],XLLr = [XR,XLL,XRL,XH ].

Following the previously mentioned two-stage human
pose estimation structure, we establish three sub-models
to acquire the three groups of inputs, and estimate the
part-based pseudo velocity V̂ l, l ∈ {ULr, Tr, LLr}
and the joint rotation outputs θ̂l, l ∈ {ULr, Tr, LLr}.
Our estimated joints of full-body are also output in
three sub-modules, specifically expressed as θULr =
[θLS ,θLUA,θRS , θRUA],θTr = [θLUL,θRUL],
θLLr = [θL5,θL3,θT12,θT8,θN ]. The representation
of the joints is shown in Fig. 2.

With our part-based two-stage structure, our model
achieves a comprehensive representation of full-body joint
rotations by synthesizing the outputs from three sub-
models. This part-based design, relying on local inputs
and features, effectively learns unique pose configurations
for each body part and minimizes the negative impact of
weakly associated joints. However, one challenge we face
with this part-based approach is the potential lack of global
coherence in the estimated poses. Furthermore, to address
this, we incorporate global body motion information into
our part-based HPE model, drawing inspiration from pre-
vious work [20, 47]. Our model utilizes a global feature
extractor, denoted as SGLB , to coarsely capture the full-
body motion information Zglb from all six IMUs X . Sub-
sequently, the global representation is concatenated with the
inputs of the two-stage network featuring three local region
branches. The input of Stage I (X(1)l ) and Stage II (X(2)l )
could be re-represented by

X(1)l = [Xl,Zglb],

X(2)l = [V̂ l,Xl,Zglb], l ∈ {ULr, Tr, LLr},
(6)

where the V̂ l = Sl
V RN (X(1)l ,V l

0) is the local pseudo ve-
locity estimated by the local VRN module Sl

V RN (·), and
V l

0 means the initial velocities of the local regions. There-
fore, we get the loss function for two stages:

Ll
vel = ∥V l − V̂ l∥2, Ll

pose = ∥θl − θ̂l∥2, (7)

where the V l, θl, l ∈ {ULr, Tr, LLr} are the ground-truth
of the velocity and human pose for three local regions, and
the θl is the local human pose estimated by the local PRN
module Sl

PRN (X(2)l ,θl
0) of three local branches. By in-

tegrating local regions with global information, our model
ensures that while each part-based branch effectively learns
localized motion dynamics, the overall pose estimation re-
mains coherent and consistent with the global motion pat-
terns of the human body. This approach strikes a balance

between local and global information, resulting in robust
and accurate pose estimation.

With the technical analysis provided above, we can for-
mulate the final objective function for training our model as
follows:

L =
∑

l∈{ULr,Tr,LLr}

(Ll
pose + Ll

vel) (8)

4. Experiments
Experiment Setup. Our experimental evaluation is struc-
tured into three main parts: Firstly, we illustrate the ben-
efits of using unified inertial mocap data compared with a
virtual-to-real training scheme. Secondly, we show the ef-
fectiveness of our proposed model with other state-of-the-
art methods on our unified mocap data. Finally, we conduct
ablation studies on key components of our model.

Datasets. We utilized a combination of datasets for both
training and evaluation in our experiments. The datasets
include DIP-IMU [14] and Xsens datasets, which encom-
pass AnDy [25], Emokine [4], Virginia Natural Motion [7],
UNIPD [9], and CIP [29]. Additionally, we used the
AMASS [24] dataset for evaluating the effectiveness of vir-
tual and real mocap data. Detailed information about these
datasets can be found in the supplementary document.

Metrics. Following [45, 46], we use the following met-
rics for evaluation: 1) SIP error [°]: the mean global ro-
tation difference of upper arms and upper legs between the
estimation and ground truth; 2) Global Angular error [°]:
the mean global rotation error between estimated joints and
ground truth; 3) Position error [cm]: the mean Euclidean
distance error between all joints and ground truth, root po-
sition is aligned. 4) Mesh error [cm]: the mean vertex dis-
tance between estimated meshes and ground truth.

4.1. Impact of the Unified Inertial Mocap Data and
Virtual-to-Real Training Scheme

Comparing performance of our model using different
training settings. To evaluate the impact of unified train-
ing data and virtual dataset, we conducted an experiment on
these four training settings: 1) Synthetic AMASS data only;
2) Synthetic AMASS data with DIP-IMU Fine-tuning; 3)
Real Xsens data only (DynaIP); 4) Combined DIP-IMU and
Xsens data (DynaIP*). With these four settings, we evalu-
ated our model on the DIP-IMU test set. Furthermore, for
models only trained on AMASS or Xsens data, additional
evaluations were conducted on the full DIP-IMU dataset
(includes the training set defined by the previous methods)
and specifically on DIP-IMU challenging sitting sequences.

The experiment results are presented in Tab. 1. Compar-
ing the performance of models 1) and 3) on the DIP-IMU
full set, it becomes evident that while synthetic data from
AMASS demonstrates some transferability, real mocap data
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DIP IMU Test

SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) Mesh Err(cm)

1)AMASS 23.80 8.25 6.04 7.18
2)AMASS+DIP 14.41 5.90 5.03 6.05
3)Xsens(DynaIP) 17.31 7.66 5.79 7.01
4)Xsens+DIP(DynaIP*) 13.67 5.83 4.84 5.82

DIP IMU Full

SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) Mesh Err(cm)

1)AMASS 24.50 8.16 6.87 7.82
3)Xsens 18.98 7.85 6.73 7.80

DIP IMU Sitting

SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) Mesh Err(cm)

1)AMASS 40.72 11.98 13.85 14.56
3)Xsens 29.28 10.76 12.52 13.60

Table 1. The performance comparison with different training data
settings on our model.

Figure 4. Qualitative comparisons on DIP-IMU [14] test set.

from Xsens exhibits significantly better performance and
generalization ability, resulting in a 22% reduction in the
SIP error. This improvement is particularly pronounced in
the DIP-IMU sitting sequence, where there is a 28% reduc-
tion in the SIP error. Additionally, when the DIP training set
is integrated into our model training, two noteworthy obser-
vations emerge: First, the inclusion of the DIP training set
enhances the performance of models 1) and 3). Second, a
comparison between models 2) and 4) reveals a clear ad-
vantage in using a more comprehensive unified real mocap
dataset over the virtual-to-real scheme. The additional di-
versity and realism provided by the real mocap data con-
tribute to enhancing the model’s generalization capabilities.

Comparing performance of our method and previ-
ous virtual-to-real SOTAs. We further compare the re-
sults trained on the unified real mocap dataset with previous
virtual-to-real transfer approaches. In Tab. 2, when trained
with the DIP-IMU training set, DynaIP* demonstrates an
8% reduction in SIP error and a 19% reduction in global
pose error compared to PIP [46], highlighting the accu-
racy and robustness of our approach. Furthermore, DynaIP,
which only uses Xsens data, achieves comparable perfor-
mance to TransPose [45], which employs DIP-IMU for fine-
tuning. This illustrates that having access to abundant real
inertial mocap data is beneficial for generalizing to new sub-
jects and unconstrained motions. Fig. 4 provides a visual
comparison of our model’s performance on the DIP-IMU
test set against state-of-the-art methods trained with the
AMASS and DIP-IMU. We specifically focus on challeng-
ing poses within the DIP-IMU test set, particularly hand-
raising motions with relatively low velocities. In these sce-

DIP IMU Test

SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) Mesh Err(cm)

DIP [14] 17.10 15.16 7.33 8.96
TransPose [45] 16.68 8.85 5.95 7.09
TIP [16] 16.20 9.17 5.49 6.61
PIP [46] 15.02 8.73 5.04 5.95

DynaIP 17.43 8.90 5.93 7.71
DynaIP* 13.78 7.07 4.98 5.99

Table 2. The performance comparison between our model with
the SOTAs reported in their papers on DIP-IMU [14] test set. For
a fair comparison, we transform each result into a local rotation
representation, consistent with the PIP [46].

Figure 5. Qualitative results of SIP error box plot for three com-
peting methods and DynaIP on Natural Motion [7] dataset.

narios, our method shows superior performance, effectively
capturing the nuances of these motions where the utiliza-
tion of acceleration is crucial, highlighting the excellence
of subtle motion dynamics understanding.

4.2. Overall Performance Comparison on the Uni-
fied Inertial Mocap Data

For fair and meaningful evaluation, we retrained previous
models [14, 16, 45, 46] using Xsens data and evaluated their
performance on both the Xsens and DIP-IMU test sets, and
compared their results to our model’s performance.

The evaluation results in Tab. 3 demonstrate the superior
performance of our method compared to competing meth-
ods on various datasets. Notably, our model achieves a
relative 28% reduction in SIP error on the Natural Motion
dataset and an 18% reduction in global pose error on the CIP
dataset compared to the state-of-the-art structure PIP [46].
These significant improvements in performance highlight
the robustness and generalization capability of our model,
which can be attributed to our effective velocity estimation
strategy and part-based modeling modules.

Fig. 5 presents a box plot of the SIP error for various
models [16, 45, 46] and our model on the Natural Mo-
tion dataset [7]. It’s worth noting that our model not only
achieves the lowest maximum SIP error but also has fewer
outliers, indicating that our method consistently produces
more robust performance across various motions. This fur-
ther emphasizes the effectiveness of our approach in han-
dling challenging and diverse pose estimation tasks. In
Fig. 6, we provide a visualization comparison between our
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DIP IMU AnDy UNIPD CIP Natural Motion

SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm) SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) Pos Err(cm)

DIP [14] 21.71 10.14 7.92 11.39 5.73 4.34 12.02 5.47 4.22 19.13 8.61 6.86 33.43 11.91 13.33
TransPose [45] 22.53 10.28 8.42 12.15 6.29 4.91 15.11 6.05 4.82 20.06 8.75 6.86 30.62 11.26 11.99
TIP [16] 19.22 8.94 6.91 10.11 4.55 3.56 9.85 4.06 2.78 13.05 5.67 4.30 22.06 7.90 7.92
PIP [46] 17.62 8.33 6.21 9.49 4.09 3.29 8.90 3.59 2.66 12.68 5.52 4.12 19.62 7.49 6.93
DynaIP 17.31 7.66 5.79 8.93 3.45 3.41 7.29 2.77 2.21 11.42 4.54 3.69 15.78 7.18 5.83

Table 3. Evaluation results of the state-of-the-art models on DIP-IMU [14], AnDy [25], UNIPD [9], CIP [29] and Natural Motion [7] when
trained only with real inertial mocap data. All models run in real-time setting.

Figure 6. Qualitative comparisons of different model from
CIP [29] (Left) and Natural Motion [7] (Right) test set.

DIP IMU CIP Natural Motion

SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°) SIP Err(°) Ang Err(°)

①Baseline 15.26 6.17 13.18 5.13 33.22 11.20
②w/o Part 14.97 6.02 13.00 4.86 31.62 9.60
③w/o Vel 14.87 6.11 12.54 4.89 29.15 10.49
DynaIP* 13.67 5.83 11.67 4.63 18.88 8.03

Table 4. The ablation study on pseudo-velocity estimation and the
part-based modeling approach.

reconstructed poses and those inferred by state-of-the-art
methods using selected frames from CIP and Natural Mo-
tion datasets. Our model accurately maintains the sitting
or standing pose, even during arm movements or prolonged
periods of crossed legs. In contrast, methods like Trans-
Pose [45] and PIP [46] intermittently oscillate between sit-
ting and standing poses. The superior performance of our
model in these instances can be attributed to two factors:
firstly, the retention of root vertical velocity information,
which helps capture motion pattern transitions; and sec-
ondly, the effectiveness of our part-based modeling ap-
proach. This approach proves particularly advantageous for
un/rare-seen poses, as it is less influenced by imbalanced
training distributions and better at resolving ambiguities.

4.3. Ablations on the Components of our Model

To evaluate the effectiveness of key components in our
model, we compared three additional variants with our

Figure 7. Visualization of upper leg orientation error over time on
a test sequence from Natural Motion [7].

method: ①Baseline: a naive LSTM network with RNN-
initialization [46]; ②w/o Part: same as DynaIP* but with-
out partition modeling; ③w/o Vel: same as DynaIP* but
without learning velocity. The results of these variants on
CIP, DIP-IMU, and Natural Motion in Tab. 4 demonstrate
a clear increase in testing errors as each component is pro-
gressively removed. This trend emphasizes the significance
of both pseudo velocity learning and part-based modeling
for achieving robust human pose estimation. These compo-
nents work in synergy to improve the overall performance
of our model. The visualization of a test sequence from
Natural Motion in Fig. 7 highlights the performance dif-
ferences between the variants. Variant③ initially struggles
to perform a sitting-down motion, while variant②, which
includes velocity modeling, can perform the sitting mo-
tion but experiences gradual drift over time due to sensor
noise. In contrast, our complete model (DynaIP*) combines
both velocity and part-based modeling, resulting in accurate
and robust pose estimation throughout the sequence. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach in handling
complex and dynamic motions.

5. Conclusions
This study focuses on improving the robustness and accu-
racy of learning-based HPE utilizing sparse inertial sensors.
The methodology involves the integration of real-world mo-
tion capture data from diverse skeleton formats. It employs
pseudo-velocity as an intermediary and introduces a novel
part-based approach. This method effectively leverages ac-
celeration data and local body correlations, leading to en-
hanced pose estimation results. As evidenced in the case
studies, this method significantly outperforms existing tech-
niques on all performance metrics across five datasets.
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